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Benidorm
Series 10 (2018) Quiz 2

1. What type of novel is Pauline working on that disgusts Noreen but intrigues Jacqueline?

2. Who does Kenneth get unwanted attention from causing him to pretend that he is straight and 
married in order for his stalker to go away?

3. What is the name of Noreen's more glamourous identical twin, also played by the same actress Elsie 
Kelly?

4. Pauline is surprised to find that her book has been published. Who secretly submitted it and who 
turns out to be the publisher?

5. Who does Joyce sack from their job after discovering a Solana contract has been given to Sammy 
Valentino?

6. What has happened to Kenneth after he wakes up in Blow & Go after a big night out?

7. Who is Billy's lifetime hero that he meets at the airport on their way back to the UK?

8. When Kenneth is freed from his accidental imprisonment, who does he go on the warpath with?

9. What are the rumours that Joyce hears and worries about, surrounding Crystal Hennessy-Vass?

10. What is the name of Sam's old-flame that is back in town, devastating Joey?

11. What type of inept impersonator tells Joyce that the hotel is about to be sold?

12. What prevents the Dawsons from returning home in time for Sheren and Billy's anniversary party?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Erotic Novel
2. Vladimir
3. Doreen
4. Doreen & Malcolm (Pauline's ex-lover)
5. Monty
6. He has been bricked in by the builders

7. Holly Johnson (Frankie Goes To Hollywood)
8. Joyce
9. She may be letting The Solana go
10. Angelo
11. Elvis Impersonator
12. An airport strike

Sphinx Phoenix Benidorm
Series 10 (2018) Quiz 2

1. What type of novel is Pauline working on that disgusts Noreen but intrigues Jacqueline?

2. Who does Kenneth get unwanted attention from causing him to pretend that he is straight and 
married in order for his stalker to go away?

3. What is the name of Noreen's more glamourous identical twin, also played by the same actress Elsie 
Kelly?

4. Pauline is surprised to find that her book has been published. Who secretly submitted it and who 
turns out to be the publisher?

5. Who does Joyce sack from their job after discovering a Solana contract has been given to Sammy 
Valentino?

6. What has happened to Kenneth after he wakes up in Blow & Go after a big night out?

7. Who is Billy's lifetime hero that he meets at the airport on their way back to the UK?

8. When Kenneth is freed from his accidental imprisonment, who does he go on the warpath with?

9. What are the rumours that Joyce hears and worries about, surrounding Crystal Hennessy-Vass?

10. What is the name of Sam's old-flame that is back in town, devastating Joey?

11. What type of inept impersonator tells Joyce that the hotel is about to be sold?

12. What prevents the Dawsons from returning home in time for Sheren and Billy's anniversary party?
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